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Abstract:

Today, automobile and aircraft industry uses more and more robust and light-weight parts

made of carbon fibres. To achieve high structural properties the carbon fibre mats are stitched

in the preforming process using a sewing robot. The goal of this work is to develop an edge

tracking system that continuously follows the seams. To work with the black and reflective

carbon fibres a laser-scan sensor is used, though online processing of the range data for seam-

tracking remains a challenging task. The paper presents a fast and robust two-out-of-three

voting image processing method to track the seam and to control the robot motion in real-

time. The experimental results demonstrate the feasibility of the fully automated, sensor-guided

robotic sewing process.

1 Introduction

Textiles made of carbon fibres as integral part of structures and materials become more and

more important for the automobile and aeronautics industries. Sewing instead of gluing, be-

cause gluing of fibre mats stresses the parts in the final hardening step, serves as enhancement

of the mechanical part properties in terms of impact or toughness. Traditional teach in pro-

gramming for a flexible robotic production is no longer state of the art, hence, sensors are used

to guide the robot for an autonomous behavior. The novel contribution of this project is a fully

automated sensor-guided sewing robot for carbon textiles. First we introduce three different

methods suitable to detect the edge. While one is an adaptation of the model fit technique [10],

two new methods are introduced: the local weighted-voting and the gradient-accumulation

method. To obtain dependable results a two-out-of-three voting scheme is applied.

Fig. 1 gives an impression - in a close up view - of the typical unfiltered profile raw data of the

laser-stripe sensor. The jump-edge to be detected is indicated with a red ellipse. A further

requirement is to detect the edges at a rate of at least 30Hz to enable an efficient sewing
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process. The standard in robotic seam tracking using laser range sensors are mainly welding

applications [3].

Figure 1: Close-up view of different laser-stripe profiles including the edge.

1.1 State of the Art

Edge detection is a popular issue in computer vision and well investigated. The task is to

detect a jump-edge in a noisy scan line. One of the oldest detectors is the Roberts operator [9],

which calculates the magnitude of the gradient using the approximated first derivative. This

operator is very fast but sensitive to noise. Smoothing the raw data with a Gaussian filter

and calculating the zero-crossings of the second derivatives improves the robustness as shown

with the Marr-Hildreth edge detector [7]. The most popular operator is the Canny edge

detector [1]. That is a multi-scale Gaussian-smoothed approach finding the locally strongest

gradient using the second derivatives and is therefore, computational time consuming.

A totally different approach that is well suited for range images is the scan line approxima-

tion [4]. The raw data points are approximated by a set of bivariate polynomial functions,

where the discontinuity of the fitted functions indicate the edge position. An improved scan

line approach, better handling outliers, is proposed by Katsoulas [5] using an additional statis-

tical merging step. Based on these techniques we propose a real-time edge detection method

by voting.

2 System Approach

The laser-stripe sensor is directly mounted in front of the stitching head, realized by KSL1).

Since the actual draping never correspond exactly to the model, the data of the laser sensor is

processed to correct on-line the trajectory of the stitching head and to enable the autonomous

seam following of the robot. The sensor detects and sends the actual edge position to the robot

controller, which generates the corrected path. Fig. 2 offers a closeup-view of the laser-stripe

sensor and the stitching head. Processing of the sensor data consists of two main parts: (1)

Profile Preprocessing and (2) Edge Detection.

1)KSL GmbH, http://www.ksl-lorsch.de/



Figure 2: Closeup-view of the laser-stripe sensor on the left and the stitching head on the right.

3 Profile Preprocessing

The task of profile preprocessing is filtering the data from the sensor by a geometrical filter and

normalizing the data of tilted and curved profiles. Normalization is to handle the different

profiles shown in Fig. 3. In practice, demonstrated by manufacturing examples (shown in

Section 5), it is required to align the data to obtain a flat profile. This is necessary to

apply global edge detection methods. Global methods for edge detection are working with the

complete set of raw data points of one laser-stripe profile. Instead local methods only take a

small number of pixels of the profile. Thus the algorithms for global methods are not able

to find the edge of convex/concave or tilted edges, [6]. To normalize the different profiles

a quadratic least-squares fit is used (Fig. 4). This least-square distance function adapts the

curve to the profile data by finding the minimal distance to all data points. This curve fitting

method preserves the edge and a normalized data profile is generated. The shortage of the

data manipulation is that the original information about the height related to the distance of

the sensor and the fibre mat is lost. To avoid this, the original unchanged data is saved in the

system together with the new plane data profile.

Figure 3: Types of different edges.

4 Edge Detection

The idea to increase the true positive rate of detection is to use a voting over three comple-

mentary individual edge detection methods. An edge is classified as correctly detected if at

least two-out-of-three methods find the edge within a certain tolerance. The complimentary

methods implemented are: Model-Fitting: global least-squares fitting of an edge model. This

is adapted from [10]. Local Weighted-Voting: the neighborhood of pre-selected edge candidates

gives their vote weighted with the edge height. Voting is a established and robust method [8],

which is introduced in edge detection. Gradient-Accumulation: sums up the gradient magni-

tude calculated with an increasing kernel size. It is inspired by the Roberts operator [9] and



Figure 4: Normalization of the laser-stripe profile in the preprocessing step.

mixes the global and local approach. The methods are based on laser-stripe profiles with a

length of 1024 pixel.

4.1 Model-Fitting

In model based recognition the target object shape is represented by its geometry. The

advantage of model fitting is that the model encodes the object shape thus allowing predictions

of image data. To find the optimal template location a metric or a similarity measure is

necessary that reflects, how well the image data match the template [10]. For an explicit

description, the raw data points of a profile scan are defined as f(i) and the model-function

of an upward jump-edge (compare the right column of Fig. 3). The height of the maximum

and minimum pixel is given by

h(i, j) =

{
min(f(i)), i < j

max(f(i)), i ≥ j
(1)

where j is the position of the edge and i is the number of the respectively data point. The

concept of least-squares fitting is to find the global minimum of the squared distances from

the model to the raw data points. Thus, the least-squares sum of a desired edge position is

S(j) =
m∑

i=1

d(i, j)2 (2)

where m is the length of the profile line and d(i, j) the distance function:

d(i, j) = f(i)− h(i, j) (3)

Finding then the best fit, all pixel positions in the profile scan are evaluated and the one with

the smallest sum wins. Note, due to computational efficiency a pre-selection of possible edge

candidates is previously passed. The median value of all different heights of the data points in

the profile scan is calculated and each time the gradient of f(i) crosses the normalized median

line, these points are potential candidates for a probable edge position. This speeds up the

computation approximately by the factor of 100.

4.2 Local Weighted-Voting

The proposed approach works as a local method using weighted-voting of every pixel in a

neighborhood of the considered edge using a kernel size of usually n = 75. At the beginning a



pre-selection of potential edge candidate points is made by calculating the absolute difference

of neighboring pixels. The first thirty most significant edge candidate points are used for

further processing. Considering a right oriented edge, the edge height – respectively the

weighting factor – of each edge candidate is calculated with

w(j) = |max(f(j + k))−min(f(j − k))|, 1 ≤ k ≤ 3. (4)

To further improve robustness we exploit the following constraint. As already mentioned,

spiky carbon filaments cause short but large jump-edges. To handle these unwanted edges the

local average is calculated with

a(j) =
1

2n + 1

j+n∑
i=j−n

f(i) (5)

and all points which are crossing the average get no weight for the voting process. Hence, the

voting function is written as

v(i, j) =


j − i, (i < j) ∧ (f(i) < a(j))

i− j, (i > j) ∧ (f(i) > a(j))

0 , (i > j) ∧ (f(i) < a(j))

0 , (i < j) ∧ (f(i) > a(j))

(6)

with a voting factor i − n, respectively i + n, rating pixel stronger that are far away to the

edge pixel. The weighted voting sum is finally given by

S(j) = w(j)
n∑

i=−n

|v(i, j)| (7)

and the edge with the maximum sum wins.

4.3 Gradient-Accumulation

Generally, the position of a jump-edge is characterized trough the maximum peak of the

first derivative. Inspired by the Roberts edge detector [9] the scan line can be expressed as

continuous height function f(x). Hence, the magnitude of the gradient is given by

g(x) =

√(
∂f(x)

∂x

)2

. (8)

Because of the pixel quantization of the profile scan, the gradient has to be calculated on

discrete values and can therefore be approximated with

g(i) = |f(i− n)− f(i + n)|, (9)

where n is the kernel size for the approximation, usually n = 1. Applying the gradient filter

of Eq. (9) on the noisy profile raw data f(i), this will result as well end up in a noisy gradient



function g(i). Due to the small edge height compared to the noise, no significant gradient peak,

indicating the edge position, can be detected. So with the classical approach, outliers and

artifacts causes larger peaks then the edge itself and detection will fail. Increasing the kernel

size n does not change this fact. Hence we propose a new summation function. Considering

the fact that we are searching for a global jump-edge shape, corrupted with noise, a multi-

scale gradient calculation will suppress the noise of the local outliers and artifacts in the range

data. Summing up the gradient functions for each pixel position with different kernel sizes, the

correct edge is determined. The modified function G(i) calculates the accumulated gradients

using increasingly kernel sizes:

G(i) =
n∑

k=1

|f(i− k)− f(i + k)|

with {i ∈ N | n < i < (m− n)}
(10)

where m is the profile length. Using a kernel size of 10% of every scan line has been found to be

optimal with respect to calculation time and performance, based on testing several thousand

profiles. Finally, the maximum of G(i) localizes the position of the edge.

4.4 Edge-Voting and Prediction

The above three edge detection methods are executed independently on each profile. The

approach, detecting the carbon fibre edges by acquiring and analyzing a laser-stripe profile,

presents a very robust way to compensate carbon fibre draping uncertainties. The idea is to use

two-out-of-three voting to obtain a dependable result as it is common in aviation technology.

If there are all three results different, no edge is detected. The robot controller needs every

100ms the actual edge position for correcting the path trajectory. Assuming linear fibre mat

edges in between two sampling instances (100ms), all detected edge positions – inclusive the

last transmitted edge position – are used for edge prediction. The final edge point is calculated

using a RANSAC-based line fit [2], with this line fit missed edges can be easily compensated.

This further increases robustness of edge detection as the next section will show.

5 Experimental Results

30 different seam examples and about 20,000 profiles have been used to evaluate the above

methods. All tests were performed on AMD Athlon 64X2 Dual Core 4800+ processor with

2GB RAM. First the edge detection behavior is shown on one example of difficult cases, that

is a double edge profile. Then the performance of the methods is evaluated concerning the

computational effort and the true positive rate of detection.



5.1 Double-Edges

Draping the fibre mats can cause layer shifts which result in double edges. Fig. 5 shows

that the model-fitting method detects the correct edge (vertical line), because the sum of the

distances is minimal in this position. The local weighted-voting method detects the same

edge, because the voting factors increase the probability to detect the correct edge. The

gradient-accumulation method detects also the correct edge by looking after the maximum in

the sum of the first derivatives (see the course of the summed up gradient).

Figure 5: All three different methods applied on a double edge.

5.2 Duration and True Positive Rate of Detection

To obtain the result in real-time all methods inclusive pre-processing must be sufficiently

fast. All tests have been made under the same conditions, that is the same fibre mat type,

1,100 laser-stripe profiles for a statistical analysis and an exposure time of 12ms. Tab. 1

shows the results. Finally, the true positive rate of detection, given a certain tolerance, has

been evaluated for the three edge detection methods and the combined edge-voting method.

Evaluation is based on 2,000 semi-automatic hand labelled profiles from different mats. A

true positive detection is defined as a detection result within a certain pixel tolerance of the

labelled edge. Tab. 2 shows the results which were achieved under the same conditions as

before. The maximum deviation of the correctly detected edges was 12 pixel (≈ 1mm) that

is the tolerance of the seam tracking system.

Table 1: Duration of every method.
Methods Min Average Max

Profile Preprocessing 0.638ms 0.679ms 1.314ms

Model-Fitting 0.129ms 0.132ms 0.397ms

Local Weighted-Voting 0.208ms 0.249ms 0.502ms

Gradient-Accumulation 0.375ms 0.384ms 1.744ms

Sum including edge-voting 1.445ms 1.445ms 3.957ms

6 Conclusion

The approach proposed in this work, detecting the carbon fibre edges by acquiring and an-

alyzing a laser-stripe profile, presents a very robust way to compensate carbon fibre draping



Table 2: True Positive Rate of Detection of every method.
Methods ±3Pixel ±10Pixel ±12Pixel

Model-Fitting 85.7% 93.4% 94.3%

Local Weighted-Voting 81.5% 84.4% 86.7%

Gradient-Accumulation 65.3% 87.4% 94.3%

Combined pos. detections 80.4% 97.5% 99.3%

uncertainties. For seam following three different methods are introduced to detect and track

the edge in the presence of outliers and artifacts in noisy range data. The experiments show,

that a two-out-of-three voting over these three methods achieves a detection result of 99.3%,

which is totally sufficient for the sewing process. Also consider that for production it is not

necessary that the edge can be detected correctly in each individual profile. Profiles are ob-

tained every 0.02mm where several missed edges can be easily compensated. The presented

method shows very high reliability. Thus the approach for edge detection and localization is

suited for use in related industrial applications under difficult conditions.
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